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Wednesday, 1/1, 1:30 p.m. : An Affair to Remember  1957   NR    1hr 54m     

Although each is already engaged to another, Nickie Ferrante (Cary Grant) 

and Terry McKay (Deborah Kerr) meet on an ocean liner and fall deeply in 

love. Tempting fate, they agree to meet at the Empire State Building in six 

months if they still feel the same way. But a tragic accident prevents their 

rendezvous, and the lovers' future takes an uncertain turn. This classic love 

story was nominated for four Academy Awards, including Best Music. 

Saturday, 1/4, 1:30 & 6:30 p.m: Eat, Pray, Love 2010   PG13    2hr 20m  

Recent divorcée Liz decides to reshape her life, traveling the world in 

search of direction. She heads to Italy, India and Bali, indulging in delicious 

cuisine while seeking the true meaning of self-love, family, friendship and 

forgiveness.  Starring Julia Roberts and James Franco.   

Monday, 1/6, 3:00 p.m.:   Teen Spirit  2019  PG-13  1hr 34m        Violet is a 

shy teenager who dreams of escaping her small town and pursuing her 

passion to sing. With the help of an unlikely mentor, she enters a local 

singing competition that will test her integrity, talent and ambition.  Starring 

Elle Fanning and Zlatko Burik. 

Wednesday, 1/8, 6:30 p.m: Tombstone   1993       R   2hr 10   Legendary marshal 

Wyatt Earp joins his brothers to pursue their collective fortune in the thriving 

mining town of Tombstone. Earp and his notorious pal Doc Holliday are 

called into action when a gang of rustlers begins terrorizing the town.  

Starring Kurt Russell and Val Kilmer.  Note:  May contain strong language 

and/or violent scenes. 

Saturday, 1/11, 1:30 & 6:30 p.m.:   Pavarotti  2019 PG-13    1hr 54m  From 

director Ron Howard comes an intimate portrait of Luciano Pavarotti, the 

most beloved opera singer of all time, by interweaving Pavarotti's genre-

defining performances with revealing, never-before-seen footage. 

Wednesday, 1/15, 6:30 p.m: Turner and Hooch 1956   PG   1hr 37m              

Tom Hanks stars as fastidious detective Scott Turner, who's saddled with a 

slobbering new partner: a dog named Hooch. The pup's previous owner 

was killed, and he and Turner team up to collar the culprit. 

 

 



Saturday, 1/18, 1:30 & 6:30 p.m.: The Wizard of Oz   1930  G 1hr 43m                                               

There's no place like home for young Dorothy (Judy Garland), who's been 

swept away from her farm in Kansas to a wonderland of munchkins, flying 

monkeys and different-colored horses. She must follow the Yellow Brick 

Road to the all-knowing Wizard of Oz to find her way home. Along the way, 

she meets the Scarecrow (Ray Bolger), the Tin Man (Jack Haley) and the 

Cowardly Lion (Bert Lahr), who help her fend off the Wicked Witch of the 

West (Margaret Hamilton). 

Monday, 1/20, 3:00 p.m.:  Strangers in Good Company 1990   PG   1hr 45m    

When a bus filled with eight elderly women breaks down in the wilderness, 

the group of strangers is stranded at a deserted farmhouse with only their 

wits, their memories and eventually some roasted frogs' legs to sustain 

them. For several days, the women share their life stories and intimate 

thoughts. Director Cynthia Scott directs these nonprofessional actors 

delivering largely improvised dialogue to heartwarming effect.  Starring Alice 

Diabo and Constance Garneau. 

Wednesday, 1/22, 6:30 p.m.:   The Good, The Bad and The Ugly 1966  R   

2hr 59m        While the Civil War rages between the Union and the 

Confederacy, a quiet loner, a ruthless hit man and a Mexican bandit comb 

the American Southwest in search of a strongbox containing $200,000 in 

stolen gold.  Starring Clint Eastwood and Lee Van Cleef.  Note:  May 

contain strong language and/or violent scenes. 

Saturday, 1/25, 1:30 & 6:30 p.m.:  On the Basis of Sex   2018  PG-13  2hr                                              

Inspired by the powerful true story of a young Ruth Bader Ginsburg, On the 

Basis of Sex depicts a then-struggling attorney and new mother facing 

adversity in her fight for equal rights. When Ruth takes on a ground-

breaking case, she knows the outcome could alter the courts' view of 

gender discrimination. Stronger together, Ruth teams up with her husband, 

Martin Ginsburg, to fight the case that catapults her into one of the most 

important public figures of our time. 

Monday, 1/27, 3:00 p.m.:  It Could Happen to You   1994   PG 1hr 41m    In this 

charming romantic comedy based on a true story, a coffee-shop waitress 

gets a life-changing tip when a beat cop comes up short on pocket change 

and promises her half of his potential winnings from a lottery ticket.  Starring 

Nicolas Cage and Bridget Fonda. 

Wednesday, 1/29, 6:30 p.m.:   Chinatown  1974  R  2hr 10m  With a 

suspicious femme fatale bankrolling his snooping, private eye J.J. Gittes 

uncovers intricate dirty dealings in the Los Angeles waterworks and gets his 

nose slashed for his trouble in director Roman Polanski's complex neonoir 

classic.  Starring Jack Nicholson and Faye Dunaway.  Note:  May contain 

strong language and/or violent scenes. Note:   

***Movies Subject to Change 


